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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/documentation/articles/backup
-configure-vault/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which VTP mode is needed to configure an extended VLAN, when a
switch is configured to use VTP versions 1 or 2?
A. transparent
B. Extended VLANs are only supported in version 3 and not in
versions 1 or 2.
C. server
D. client
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
VTP version 1 and version 2 support VLANs 1 to 1000 only.
Extended-range VLANs are supported only in VTP version 3. If
converting from VTP version 3 to VTP version 2, VLANs in the
range 1006 to 4094 are removed from VTP control.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/switches/lan/catalyst6500/ios/1
2.2SX/configuration/guide/vtp.ht ml

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Solutions Architect is designing a system that will store
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in an Amazon S3
bucket. Due to compliance and regulatory requirements, both the
master keys and unencrypted data should never be sent to AWS.

What Amazon S3 encryption technique
choose?
A. Amazon S3 client-side encryption
customer master key (CMK)
B. Amazon S3 client-side encryption
key
C. Amazon S3 server-side encryption
key
D. Amazon S3 server-side encryption
Answer: B

should the Architect
with an AWS KMS-managed
with a client-side master
with a customer-provided
with an AWS KMS-managed key

NEW QUESTION: 4
What accurately describes an information map?
A. A semantic web
B. A relational data model
C. A business vocabulary
D. A conceptual data model
Answer: C
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